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Let (a, F, P) be a probability space, let H be a sub-u-algebra of F, and let Y be 
positive and H-measurable with E[Y] = 1. We discuss the structure of the convex 
set CE(Y;H)= (XEpF: Y=E[X]H]) f  o random variables whose conditional 
expectation given H is the prescribed Y. Several characterizations of extreme points 
of CE(Y, H) are obtained. A necessary and sufficient condition is given in order 
that CE( Y, H) be the closed, convex hull of its extreme points. For the case of finite 
F we explicitly calculate the extreme points of CE(Y, H), identify pairs of adjacent 
extreme points, and characterize extreme points of CE( Y, H) n CE(Z; G), where G 
is a second sub-u-algebra of F and Z E pG. When H = o(Y) and appropriate 
topological hypotheses hold, extreme points of CE(Y, H) are shown to be in explicit 
one-to-one correspondence with certain left inverses of Y. Finally, it is shown how 
the same approach can be applied to the problem of extremal random measures on 
IR + with a prescribed compensator, to deduce that the number of extreme points is 
zero or one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (52, F, P) be a probability space, let H be a sub-a-algebra of F, and let 
Y be a positive, H-measurable random variable. This paper is concerned with 
the following inverse problem: characterize the extreme points of the set 
CE(y; H) = {X E pF: E[XI H] = Y} 
of (positive) random variables X whose conditional expectation given H is 
the prescribed random variable Y, and with some variants of this basic 
problem. Specifically, Section 2 presents a number of characterizations of 
extreme points of CE(Y, H). It is further shown that CE(Y, H) may have no 
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extreme points, may have extreme points but not be the closed, convex hull 
of the set of extreme points, or may be the closed, convex hull of its extreme 
points. The latter situation is the most interesting and we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition in order that it obtain. One case in which it does 
obtain is when F is finite, and Section 3 contains a fairly detailed analysis of 
this case and some of its interesting combinatorial aspects. The latter emerge 
in a characterization of extreme points of CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G), where G is 
a second sub-o-algebra of F and Z E pG. In Section 4 we assume that 
H = a(Y) and show that (under appropriate topological hypotheses) extreme 
points of CE(Y, H) are in one-to-one correspondence with certain left 
inverses of Y. Finally, in Section 5 we show that the techniques of Section 2 
can be applied to the related problem of determining the extremal random 
measures on R, with a prescribed compensator relative to a given history. 
The result, however, is essentially negative: there is at most one extreme 
point, the prescribed compensator itself. 
Except for definitions this paper is relatively self-contained 
mathematically. Our measurability notation is that of [4,7]; sufficient infor- 
mation concerning conditional expectations is contained in [ 15, 161; 
projections of random measures are discussed in [5,7]. Other papers treating 
inverse problems similar in spirit to that considered here are [ 12-141. 
It should be noted that the problem we treat here is not without physical 
interest. In many situations involving observation of physical phenomena the 
observations are in fact a conditional expectation of the phenomenon under 
study; this is true, for example, in systems where filtering occurs. It is then of 
interest to know all possible phenomena that could have generated the obser- 
vations and, whenever possible, the extremal possibilities. The goal is not 
necessarily to pick a single possible phenomenon that is in some sense “most 
consistent” with the observations but instead to understand the whole range 
of possible phenomena that could have led to the observations. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS AND EXISTENCE OF EXTREME POINTS 
Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space, let H be a sub-o-algebra of F, and let 
YE pH be integrable; without loss of generality we take E[ Y] = 1. Define 
CE(Y;H)={XEpF:E[XIH]=Y}, 
which is the set of all positive random variables whose conditional expec- 
tation given H is Y. It is clear than CE(Y, H) is a convex subset of 
L’(0, F, P), which suggests that one should seek to identify and characterize 
its extreme points. The main results of this section are several charac- 
terizations of the extreme points of CE(Y, H), of which the most useful seem 
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to be Theorems 2.5 and 2.13. In general, CE(Y, H) is not compact, even with 
respect to an appropriate weak topology, so the Krein-Milman theorem [ 171 
need not apply and CE(Y, H) need not be the closed, convex hull of its 
extreme points. In fact, there may be no extreme points. However, we are 
able to obtain a usable necessary and sufficient condition in order that 
CE( Y, H) be the closed, convex hull of its extreme points; cf. Theorem 2.18. 
Obviously, it is in this case that our characterizations of extreme points are 
most powerful. 
We begin with a characterization of extreme points that is “primitive” in 
the sense that it serves not to identify extreme points directly, but, rather, as 
the basis for several more illuminating and usable criteria for extremality. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H); 
(b) If WE L’O(R, F, P) is a solution of the equation 
E[ WXJH] = Y, (2.2) 
then W= 1 a.s. on {X# 0). 
The interpretation is that X is extreme if and only if Eq. (2.2) admits no 
nontrivial solution. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We establish both implications by con- 
traposition. 
(a) * (b). If (b) fails and there exists a nontrivial solution W to (2.2), 
choose a > 1 such that 1 - a-l W > 0 a.s. on (X # O} and let 
Then Z E pF and 
E[ZIH] = (1 -a-‘)-’ {E[XIH] - a-‘I?[ WXIH]) 
so that Z E CE(Y, H). Since it then follows at once from (2.3) that 
X=a-‘WX+(l -a-‘)Z, 
X is not an extreme point. 
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(b) 3 (a). Conversely, if X is not extreme, then there exist t E (0, 1) 
and X, , X, E CE( Y, H), distinct from each other, such that 
X=1X,+(1-QX,. (T.4) 
We may infer from (2.4) that X - fX, > 0 a.s. on {X # O), so that 
almost surely on {X # 0). Note also that W = X,/X is not a.s. equal to 1 on 
(X# O}, since X, #X,. It is now immediate that 
,-WYHl =ElW,/X)XIHJ 
=W,lHl 
=Y 9 
and consequently (b) fails. 1 
The next result is the most powerful in this section; it is usable not only 
for obtaining additional, interesting characterizations of extreme points but 
also for identifying extreme points in specific cases. 
2.5. THEOREM. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H); 
(b) H n (X # O} = F n {X # 0) up to sets of P-measure zero. 
Proox By H n {X # O} we mean the u-algebra of sets of the form 
An(X#Of, whereAEH. 
(a) 3 (b). We prove this implication by contraposition. Under the 
stated conditions, there exists W, E L”O({X # O}, F f3 {X # O), P)-here we 
ignore (X = 0}-such that 
(i) 1 < W,<2; 
(ii) W,eHn{X#O}; 
(iii) W, is not as. constant. 
For example, take A E F n {X # 0) such that A @ H n {X # 0) and such 
that 0 < P(A) < P(X# 0}, which is possible whenever (b) fails, and let 
w, = 1 onA 
=2 on AC. 
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w= WIJWHI 1 
E[ W,X(H] w+” 
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(2.6) 
then we claim that WE L”O(R, F, P). Indeed, we can write 
where E, denotes conditional expectation with respect to the probability 
measure Q defined by 
Q(B)=E[X;B]. (2.7) 
Since 1 ,< W, ,< 2, we have 1 ,< E, ] W, 1 H] < 2 almost surely with respect to 
Q and hence also almost surely with respect to the restriction of P to 
(X # O}, which verifies the claim that WE L’O(L2, F, P). A straightforward 
computation gives 
E[WX]H] =E[W,E[XIH]E[W,XIH]-‘XIH] 
=E(X(H]E(W,XIH]-‘E(W,X(H] 
= E[X]H] 
= Y; 
observe that on {X+ 0) no quotients of the form O/O arise, so the indicated 
divisions are justified. We may now infer from Proposition 2.1 that X is not 
an extreme point. 
(b) =S (a). Conversely, let W be a solution of (2.2) and suppose A E F. 
Then by (b) there is BEH such that An{X#O)=Bn{X#O}. Conse- 
quently 
E[X;A] =E[X;B] 
=E[E[X]H];B] 
=E[WX;B] 
=E[WX;A]. 
Therefore W= 1 a.s. on (X# O} and X is extreme by virtue of 
Proposition 2.1. I 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5, we can characterize extreme points of 
CE(Y, H) as those elements which are “maximally zero” in the obvious 
sense. 
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2.8. COROLLARY. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H); 
(b) Zf X* E CE(Y; H) and {X* # O} c {X # 0) (where sets of measure 
0 are to be ignored), then x* = X. 
We omit the proof, which is virtually immediate. Another direct conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.5 is the following result, which exhibits an aesthetically 
pleasant symmetry. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let X be an element of CE(Y; H) and let Z= 
P(X # O] H). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y; H); 
(b) lvtoj is an extreme point of CE(Z; H). 
Proof By Theorem 2.5, X is extreme if and only if F n {X # 0) = 
H n {X # 0}, while l,,,,r is extreme in CE(Z; H) if and only if 
Fn Ilwzo~ # 0) = I-I~ {1,x+0, # 01. But {l,x+oj #Ol= {ltx+o, = ll= 
{Xf 0). I 
The inverse problem for conditional expectations can be interpreted in the 
following manner. Following the notation of [ 151, let Y. P denote the 
measure on H defined by 
Ye P(B)=E[Y;B]. 
Then X E CE(Y, H) if and only if the measure X . P coincides with Y. P on 
H. That is, CE(Y, H) can be identified with the set of all extensions of Y. P 
to F that are absolutely continuous with respect to P. Therefore, we are 
seeking to characterize the extremal extensions of Y. P. In terms of this 
interpretation, we may rephrase Theorem 2.5 as follows. 
2.10. THEOREM. Let p be a measure on F that extends Y. P and is 
absolutely continuous with respect to P. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) p is an extremal extension (i.e., an extreme point of the set of all 
extensions); 
(b) For each A E F there is B E H such that &4 A B) = 0. 
The proof is immediate and is omitted. 
Another way of stating the latter interpretation is that CE(Y, H) can be 
identified with the set of all probability measures of F that are absolutely 
continuous with respect to P and agree with Y. P as functionals on the 
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linear space L”O(Q, H, P) of bounded, H-measurable random variables. In 
regard to this aspect of the interpretation, the paper of Douglas [lo] is 
relevant and although its main result is not directly applicable, the 
techniques there may be adapted to yield the following two characterizations 
of extreme points of CE(Y, H). 
2.11. THEOREM. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y; H); 
(b) L”O(s1, F, X . P) = LCO(R, H, X . P). 
ProoJ (a) * (b). Let K denote the set of random variables 
WE Lm(Q, F, X. P) for which there exists W’ E La@, H, X. P) such that 
W = W’. By Theorem 2.5, K contains all indicator functions, for given 
AEF,ifBEHissuchthatAn{X#O}=Bn{X#O)a.s.,then 
which implies that 1, = 1, in L”O(R, F, X. P). It is easily verified that K is a 
vector space closed under bounded, monotone limits, from which (b) follows 
by virtue of the monotone class theorem. 
(b) * (a). Given A E F, choose WE Lm@, H, X. P) such that 
W= 1, in Lm(Q, F, X . P) and let B = { W= 1). It is then straightforward to 
ascertain that P{ (A A B) n {X # 0) } = 0; extremality of X is then implied by 
Theorem 2.5. I 
Here is a second L*-space characterization of extremality, which is closely 
related to the result of Douglas [lo]. 
2.12. THEOREM. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H); 
(b) L’(Q, F, X . P) = L’(f2, H, X . P). 
ProoJ: (a) =z- (b). If (b) fails, then by the Hahn-Banach theorem and 
the fact that L”O(R, F, X . P) is the dual space of L’(Q, F, X . P), there exists 
WE Lm(f2, F, X. P) such that 1 - W# 0 but 1 - W is orthogonal to 
L’(R, H, X. P). But then WX E CE(Y, H) and X is not extreme by 
Proposition 2.1. 
(b) rj (a). If X is not extreme then, again by Proposition 2.1, there is 
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W # 1 in L”O(Q, F, X . P) such that WX E CE(Y, H). But this implies that 
for 2 belonging to I,‘(@ H, X . P) = L’(R, H, Y . P), 
E[(l- w>ZX] =E[ZX] --E(ZWX] 
= E[ZY] - E[ZY] 
= 0; 
therefore, 1 - W is orthogonal to L’(Q, H, X. P) and (b) must fail. 1 
Using Theorem 2.11 we may obtain one final characterization of extreme 
points of CE(Y, H), this time by means of a factorization condition, namely, 
(2.14), that is very reminiscent of the manner whereby measurable factors 
may be passed outside conditional expectations. Application of this result is 
made in Theorems 2.18 and 4.1. 
2.13. THEOREM. For each X E CE(Y, H) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y; H); 
(b) For each Z E pF, 
E[ZXIH] = ZY (=ZWIHl) (2.14) 
P-almost surely on {X # 0). 
Proof. (a) * (b). Suppose first that Z is bounded. Then by 
Theorem 2.11 there is VE Lm(Q, H, X. P) such that V=Z in 
Lm(R, F, X . P), which further implies that V1,XfO, = Zllxtor almost surely 
with respect to P. Therefore on {X # 0) 
E[ZX]H] =E[VX]H] 
= WXIHI 
= VY 
= ZY. 
The case of general Z now follows by the monotone convergence theorem for 
conditional expectations. 
(b) G- (a). Suppose that WE La@, F, P) satisfies WX f CE(Y; H). 
Then (2.14) applied to W gives 
Y=E[ WXIH] = WY (2.15) 
almost surely on {X # O}. Since {X # 0) c {Y # 01, division of the outer 
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terms of (2.15) by Y is permissible and yields the conclusion that W = 1 a.s. 
on {X# 0). Therefore, X is extreme by Proposition 2.1. a 
Two questions arise at this point: 
(1) When does there exist at least one extreme point of CE(Y; H)? 
(2) When is CE(Y, H) the closed, convex hull (in an appropriate 
topology) of the set of its extreme points? 
Except by examples showing that the answer is “Sometimes, but not 
always,” we have not resolved the first question. However, Theorem 2.18 
presents a necessary and sufficient condition, which has the further virtue of 
being usable, in order that CE(Y, H) be the closed, convex hull of its extreme 
points (with respect to an appropriate weak topology). Roughly speaking, 
the coarser H is relative to F, the fewer extreme points exist. Example 2.16 
exhibits a case where there are no extreme points, while in Example 2.17, H 
is made relatively less coarse (by changing P), which causes CE(Y, H), 
although infinite-dimensional, to have exactly one extreme point. In 
Examples 3.2 and 4.5, CE(Y, H) turns out to be the closed, convex hull of its 
extreme points. 
2.16. EXAMPLE. Let 0 = [0, 11, F = the Bore1 u-algebra, P = Lebesgue 
measure, H = (4, J2\, and Y= 1. Then it is easily seen that CE(Y, H) has no 
extreme points. In fact, for the general case, if F has no atoms but H has an 
atom B such that E [ Y, B] > 0, then CE(Y; H) has no extreme points. 
In the next example, (Q, F), H, and Y remain as in Example 2.16, but the 
probability measure P is altered by adding an atom, which has the effect of 
making H less coarse relative to F, since both now have atoms. The result is 
that CE(Y, H) has exactly one extreme point. 
2.17. EXAMPLE. Let (J2, F), H, and Y be as in Example 2.16 but let 
P = 4(e0 + A), where e0 is the point mass at 0 and 13 is Lebesgue measure. It 
is obvious that A? defined by 
x*(O) = 2, 
x*(w) = 0 if w  # 0, 
is an extreme point of CE(Y, H). Moreover, if X E CE(Y, H), then X can be 
represented in the form 
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where X, E CE( Y, H) and X,(O) = 0, i.e., 
I ’ X, da = 2. 0 
By Example 2.16, the (convex) set of such X, has no extreme points and 
therefore x* is the only extreme point of CE(Y; H). 
One can clearly modify Example 2.17 to construct cases where CE(Y; H) 
has an arbitrary (finite) number of extreme points, but is not their convex 
hull. Nonetheless, one can determine precisely when CE(Y; H) is the closed, 
convex hull of its extreme points, which we do in the following result. 
2.18. THEOREM. Consider the following condition: 
For every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if A E F and 
P(A) < 6, then there exists B E H such that A n {Y # 0) c 
Bn{Y#O) andE[Y;B] <E. (2.19) 
(a) Zf (2.19) holds, then CE(Y; H) is compact in the weak topology 
a(L’, L”O) and is therefore the closed, convex hull of the set of its extreme 
points. , 
(b) Conversely, assume that there is a probability measure ,u on the set 
K of extreme points of CE(Y, H) such that 
Y= Xp(dx). I (2.20) K 
Then provided H contains all P-null sets in F, (2.19) holds. 
Proof: (a) We show first that (2.19) implies uniform integrability of 
CE( Y; H). Indeed, 
if E > 0 is given and 6 is obtained using (2.19), then whenever P(A) < 6 and 
X E CE(y; H), 
E[X,A]<E[X;B]=E[Y;B] <E, 
where B is as in (2.19). Uniform integrability now follows by [8, II. T19]. 
It is easily verified that CE(Y, H) is a closed subset of L’(J?, F, P) in the 
weak topology u(L’, L”); together with uniform integrability this implies 
compactness by [8, II. T25]. It then follows by the Krein-Milman theorem, 
cf. [ 171, e.g., that CE(Y, H) is the closed, convex hull of its extreme points. 
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(b) Notation (2.20) means that Y is represented by a boundary 
measure ,U on CE(Y, H) in the sense of [ 1, p. 221. Fix A E F; by 
Theorem (2.5) there exists for each XE K a set B, E H such that 
A n {X # 0) = B, n {X# O}. We will show presently that 
E[Y;A\B,] = 0 (2.21) 
for p-almost all X E K. Assuming that (2.21) holds, given E > 0, we may 
choose 6 > 0 such that P(A) < 6 implies E[ Y, A] < E. With such a set A 
fixed, we can use (2.21) to obtain BE H such that A n (Y # 0) c 
B n {Y # 0) and E[ Y, B] < E. Indeed, take B, such that (2.21) holds and let 
B = B, U (A\B,). Then B satisfies (2.19). To complete the proof of (b), 
therefore, we now need only establish (2.21). 
To do so, we first write 
j E[Y;A\B,lWl=~ P(WI PW)EIZ~\B,I. (2.22) 
K K K 
For each X and Z, Theorem 2.5 implies existence of C,,, E H such that 
(A\B,) n {Z # 0} = C,,, n {Z # 0); a brief bit of set algebra indicates that 
we may take C,,, = B,\B,. Doing so transforms (2.22) to 
I EL Y; A\B,I mu K 
=J p(dX)( ,u(dZ)E[Z;B,] -1 PI ~(~Z)E[z;BznBxl 
K K K K 
=E[Y;A] -I p(dx)s ,u(dZ)E[Z;B,nB,l- (2.23) 
K K 
However, 
1 ,u(dx) 1 ,u(dZ) E[Z; B, n B,] = j I j NZ) E[Z; A nBx1 
K K K K 
p(dX)E[Y;AnB,] 
= ~u(dX)~W[~LlHl~Bx1 1 K 
= 
1 
p(dx) E[X;A n B,] 
K 
=E[Y;A], (2.24) 
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where the third equality is by Theorem 2.13 applied to each extreme point X. 
Combining (2.23) and (2.24) gives that 
I E[ y; A\B,] p(dX) = 0 K 
and completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remarks. (1) The content of Theorem 2.18 is that (module the 
technical condition of including all the P-null sets in H) condition (2.19) is 
necessary and sufficient in order that CE(Y, H) be specified completely by 
its extreme points. That (2.20) holds when CE(Y, H) is compact is a conse- 
quence of the Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw theorem [ 1, p. 36). 
(2) In addition to being necessary and sufficient, condition (2.19) is 
usable; see Theorem 3.1 and Example 4.5. 
3. THE CASE OF FINITE F. 
In this section we specialize and extend our earlier results in the case 
where F is finite. Without loss of generality we assume that S2 is finite, that 
F = P(Q), and that P( { w}) > 0 for all w E R. We also assume that Y(o) > 0 
for each w. Let B i,..., B, be a finite partition generating H. Concerning 
extreme points of CE(Y, H) we then have the following result. 
3.1. THEOREM. (a) CE(Y, H) is compact. 
(b) X E CE(Y; H) is an extreme point of CE(Y; H) if and only if 
#((X # 0) n B,) = 1 for each i, where # denotes cardinality. 
(c) The number of extreme points of CE(Y, H) is 
(d) Two distinct extreme points X, and X, are adjacent if and only if 
{X, # X2} c Bi for some i. 
Proof. (a) It is essentially immediate that (2.19) is satisfied: for any 
E > 0 take 6 < min{P((w}): w E 0) and B = 0. 
(b) This property is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5. 
(c) Given wI E B,., i = l,..., k, the formula 
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defines an extreme point of CE(Y, H) by virtue of (b) and, conversely, every 
extreme point is of this form. 
(d) Two extreme points X, and X, are adjacent if the line segment 
connecting them is a face of CE(Y, H), cf. [ 191, in the sense that a convex 
combination of X, and X, cannot be represented as a convex combination of 
extreme points other than X, and X,. To prove necessity of the condition, 
suppose that X, and X, are extreme points such that {X, #X,} intersects Bi 
and Bj for some i # j. Then choose points 
and 
W, E Bin {x, f 0) n {x, = 01, 
U*EBin{X,=O}n{X*#O}, 
~~,~B~n{x,zo}n{x,=o~, 
These points exist by (b) of this theorem. Next, define extreme points 8, and 
f2 of CE(y; H) by 
B,(w) = 0 if w=o, 
= X2(0* 1 if w=q 
= X,(u) otherwise 
and 
m4 = Xl(%) if o=w, 
=o if w=w2 
=X*(u) otherwise. 
Then ~,(4 f X,(wA z,@-d + &@d ~A4 f X2(4 and f&4 f 
X,(w,), but it is easily checked that (X, +X,)/2 = (2, + zz)/2, which 
implies that X, and X, are not adjacent. 
Conversely, if {X, #X,} c Bi for some i and X = tX, + (1 - t) X,, then 
X = X, = X, on BT. In every representation 
of X as a convex combination of extreme points of CE(Y, H), it therefore 
follows from (b) that t, = 0 unless Z, =X, =X, on Bf. But further, t, = 0 
unless Z, = 0 on Bi except where X, # 0 or X, # 0. By (b) and the 
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construction in (c) we conclude that t, = 0 unless 2, =X, or 2, =X, and 
therefore X, and X, are adjacent. 1 
Here is an illustration. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let R = (1, 2, 3,4, 5,6} with P the uniform distribution 
and let H = a( ( 1,2,3}). Then for Y = (a, 01, a, /3, p, /3) the nine extreme 
points, of which C’E(Y; H) is the convex hull, are X, = (3a, 0, 0,3b, 0, 0), 
X, = (3a, 0, 0, 0,3&O) ,..., X, = (0, 0,3a, 0, 0,3/3). The pairs of adjacent 
extreme points are (Xl, X2>, (Xl, X3), (X, , X4), (X, , X,), (X2, X3), (X2, X5), 
(X2 3 X,)9 (X3 7 X6)9 (X3 7 X9), (X4 9 X,)9 (X4 9 &h (X4 9 X,)9 (X5 f X6)9 (X5 3 x&J, 
(X, , X,), (X, , X8), (X, , X9), and (X8, 4). 
The interesting combinatorial structure of the finite case is further revealed 
by the following result. In it, we suppose that we are given a second sub-o- 
algebra G of F, generated by a partition A, ,..., A,, that Z E pG is specified, 
and that we are considering the set CE(Y, H)n CE(Z; G) of random 
variables with prescribed conditional expectations Y and Z given H and G, 
respectively. In particular, we wish to characterize the extreme points of this 
set. Given the extreme points of two convex polytopes in R”, it is usually 
difficult to find the extreme points of their intersection, but for the case at 
hand we can characterize the extreme points of the intersection. Moreover, 
the form of the characterization is very analogous to a result in [9] that 
characterizes the extremal probability measures (on the product of two finite 
sets) with prescribed marginal distributions; cf. also [ 181. The charac- 
terization is also similar to that given in [ 12, Theorem lo] of extremal 
Markov matrices with a prescribed invariant measure. See also [6] for 
treatment of a related problem. 
3.3. THEOREM. For a random variable X, define an “incidence matrix” 
I, as follows: 
I,(& j) = 1 if AiflBjn {XZO} #0 
=o otherwise. 
Then for each X E CE(Y, H)n CE(Z; G) the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G); 
(b) Zf Z,(i, j) = 1, then #(A i n Bj n {X # 0 1) = 1; and, furthermore, 
there exists no loop through the incidence matrix I,. That is, there is no set 
of index pairs (il, j,), (iz, j,), (i2,j2) ,..., (i, = i,, j,) with the ifl mutually 
distinct and the jg mutually distinct, such that 
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ProoJ (a) j (b). We shall prove this implication by contraposition. If 
the first part of (b) fails, there exist o1 # w2 E Ai n Bj n {X # 0) for some i 
and j. Defining 
X&J,) = x,@4 =X(4 + xw,>, 
X,(0,) =X,(q) = 0, 
X,(w) =X*(w) =X(w) if w#w,,w2, 
we see at once that X, , X2 E CE( Y, H) n CE(Z; G) and that 
x= -w%) m%) 
X(Wl> + X(w2> x1 + X(w,) +X(w,) x23 
whereupon X is not an extreme point. 
Suppose now that the first part of (b) holds and the second fails: (il, j,),..., 
(i,, j,) constitute a loop in the incidence matrix I, in the previously defined 
sense. Note that the number of index pairs is even regardless of whether n is 
even or odd. Given sufficiently small cl > 0 (to be specified presently), let 
Xl(%) =X(q) + 61, 
(3.4) 
X2(4 =X(w,> - El7 
where (by the first part of (b)) w, is the unique point in Ai, n Bj, n {X# 0). 
Next, let 
Xl(%) =X(4 - E2, 
(3.5) 
X,(w,)=X(w,) + 627 
where w2 is the unique point in Ai n Bjl n {X # 0) and s2 is chosen to 
satisfy 
5P({w1/)= &2P({W21)* (3.6) 
Continue this procedure inductively until it terminates with 
X,(w,,> =Ww2n) - EZn* 
where w2,, is the unique point in Ai, n Bin n {X # 0) and szn is chosen to 
satisfy 
&2nP({W2n})=&2n-1P((wz,-lJ). (3.8) 
683/11/l-3 
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Beginning with (3.8) and tracing back to (3.6), we infer that also 
Finally, let X,(W) =X,(o) = X(w) for all o not covered above. 
It is possible to choose cl sufficiently small that X, and X, both be 
nonnegative. Since it is evident that X= (X, +X,)/2, if we show that X, and 
X, are in CE(Y; H) n CE(Z; G), then the necessity of Theorem 3.3(b) will 
be established. From (3.4)-(3.6) we have 
EIXl iBj,] = txCwl) +El)P({wlJ) + (X(w*)-c2)P((wZJ) 
In the same way, (3.4), (3.7), and (3.8) imply that 
E[X, ;A,,] = qZ;A,,]. 
The argument applies to the other B,, and AiP. For partition sets Bj not 
appearing among Bj, ,.,., B,” it is clear that E[X,; B,] =E[X,;B,] =E[Y;B,] 
and this concludes the proof that X,, X, E CE(Y; H). The last part of the 
argument that X, , X, E CE(Z; G) is identical to that just used. 
(b) =+- (a). Suppose that (b) holds and that X = rX, + (1 - t) X, with 
Xi, X, E CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G). Suppose that there is w, such that 
X,(w,) > X(w,). Then we can find A,, and Bj, such that w, is the unique 
point in AiinB,,n {X#O} and also in A,,nBj,n (X,#O} as well as in 
Ai1 n B,, n {X, # O}. Since X, E CE(Y, H) there must exist Ai # Ai, such 
that if w2 is the unique point in Af2n B,, n {X# 0}, then X,(0,) <X(0,). 
But then since X, E CE(Z; G) there would have to exist Bj2 # Bj, such that if 
wj is the unique point in Ai n Bjl n (X # O}, then X,(0,) > X(w,). By the 
second part of (b) this procedure cannot yield a loop through the incidence 
matrix I,, yet 0 is finite, so it must terminate with (say) a point 
wP E At,n B,,n {X# 0) for which 
Xl@-$J > X(w,), (3.9) 
but for which we cannot produce another point wP+ i in B,, such that 
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X(w,+ ,) # 0. This means, when (3.9) holds, that it is impossible to satisfy 
the equality 
E[X* ;  Bj,] = E[X; Bj,] = E[ Y; Bj,], 
which contradicts the assumption that X, E CE(Y, H). 
The other possibility is that the assumption that X, E CE(Z; G) will be 
contradicted in a similar fashion. In either case we conclude that X, = X and 
hence that X is extreme. 1 
3.10. EXAMPLE. Let R = ( 1, 2 ,..., 91 with F = P(Q) and P the uniform 
distribution. Let H be generated by the partition (B, = { 1, 2, 3}, B, = 
{4%6}, B,={7,8,9)) and let G be generated by (A, = {1,4,7), A, = 
(2,5,8}, A, = (3,6,9)). Let Y= @,~,a, b, b, b, c, c, c) and let Z = (a,/?, y, 
a, /I, y, Q, p, y). In order that CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G) be nonempty, the 
consistency condition 
(a + b + c)/3 = E[ Y] = E[Z] = (a + p + y)/3 
must be satisfied. For simplicity, let us consider the case Y = Z = 1. Then 
the extreme points of CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G) are (3,0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0,3), 
(390, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 3901, to,39 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0,3), (093, 0, 0, 0, 3, 3, O,O), 
(0, 0, 3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3,0) and (0, 0, 3, 0, 3, 0, 3, 0,O). The element X = (1.5, 
1.5, 0, 0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 0, 1.5) satisfies the first part of Theorem 3.3(b) but 
not the second, and is easily seen not to be an extreme point. Hence the 
second part of Theorem 3.3(b) is indispensable. 
The preceding example understates the difficulties involved in deciding 
whether CE(Y, H) n CE(Z; G) is nonempty. One can obtain the following 
result, whose proof we omit because it is messy and unenlightening. 
3.11. PROPOSITION. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) CE(Y; H) n CE(Z; G) f 0; 
(b) Given B E H and A E G, the inclusion A c B implies that 
E[Z; A] < E[ Y; B] and the inclusion B c A implies that E[Z; A] > E[ Y; B]. 
Proposition 3.1 l(b) is trivially necessary, so it is interesting to observe 
that it is also sufficient. 
4. THE CASE H = o(Y) 
As a second specific case, we suppose that H = a(Y). The charac- 
terizations of extreme points given in Section 2, such as Theorem 2.5, 
seemingly depend more on H than on Y, when H = a(Y) we can make the 
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dependence on Y rather more explicit, at least under some regularity 
conditions, as the following result indicates. Denote by p the probability 
distribution of Y, delined by 
p(G)=P(YEG)=PY-‘(G) 
for GER,. 
4.1. THEOREM. Assume that (0, F) is a standard space (i.e., f2 is Polish 
and F is the Bore1 o-algebra), that the range of Y is a Bore1 subset of R + , 
and that the probability distribution p is d&e. Then for each 
X E CE(Y, H) the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) X is an extreme point of CE(Y, H); 
(b) There exists a measurable left inverse g of Y such that pg-’ < P 
and 
(4.2) 
Proof. (a) * (b). Consider the set-valued mapping y+ {Y = y} A 
(X # 01 of Y(0) into F f7 {X # 0)\{0}. By a theorem of Blackwell and Ryll- 
Nardzewski [3, Theorem 21, cf. also [20], there exists a measurable selection 
g: Y(Q) + {X # 0). That the hypotheses of [3, Theorem 21 are satisfied is a 
consequence of the facts that (0, F) is standard and that Y(0) is Bore]; for 
the kernel ,U of the theorem we may use a normal version of the conditional 
distribution P(. 1 Y = y}; cf. [2]. Since X is an extreme point, it is then true 
that ( g(y)} n (X # 0) = (Y = y) n {X # 0}, which implies, as can be 
verified by simple calculations, that g(Y(o)) = w  if X(W) # 0. Given A E F, 
extremality of X implies existence of B E H such that A n {X # O} = 
B n {X # 0) (Theorem 2.5). Therefore, 
pg-‘(A)=P{YE g-‘(A),XfO} 
=P(An {X#O}) 
=P(Bn (X#O}) 
= E[(Yl ,xzo)Y~ Bl 
=WW,,.,,lH1IY;Bl 
=E[X/Y; B] 
= E[X/Y; A], 
(4.3) 
which proves that (4.2) holds. In (4.3) the fifth equality is by Theorem 2.13 
and holds since X is an extreme point. 
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(b) =z- (a). We first show that X E CE( Y; H) when (4.2) holds. Indeed, 
for GER,, 
EIX; {YE G}] =~IY(d@g-lW’) 1,(Y)] 
= s Y(o) MYw)Pg-‘w) R 
= I YMY)P(dY) “‘t =E[Y; (YE G)], 
which, since H = a(Y), suffices to imply that X E CE(Y, H). To show that X 
is an extreme point, we use Theorem 2.5: given A E F, let G = 
g-l@ n {X# 0)). Then it is easily verified that A n {X# 0} = 
(YEG}n {XfO). I 
Remark. Results whose conclusions are the same as that of Theorem 4.1 
are valid under varying hypotheses sufficient to ensure existence of the 
measurable selection g constructed in the proof of the theorem. For a survey 
of such conditions we refer the reader to [20]. 
We illustrate Theorem 4.1 with two examples, the first of which is a 
continuation of Example 3.2. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. Recall that 0 = { 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6}, F = P(Q), P = uniform 
distribution on 0, and H = c( { 1, 2, 3)). For Y = (a, a, a, p, /3, p) with a # /I, 
we have H = o(Y). The left inverse g given by g(a) = 1 and g@) = 4 yields 
a-’ = fh + 4 
and therefore 
so that 
y 4Pg-‘) 
dP 
= (3a, 0, 0,3P, 0, 01, 
which is the extreme point X, listed in (3.2). The remaining eight left 
inverses of Y and extreme points of CE(Y, H) are similarly associated. 
Our second example illustrates not only Theorem 4.1 but also con- 
dition (2.19). 
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4.5. EXAMPLE. Let a = [0, 11, F = Bore1 sets, P = Lebesgue measure, 
and let Y(w) = ~(1 - o). Then H consists of sets in F that are symmetric 
about l/2. It is easily seen that if A E F and B E H is the symmetrization of 
A about l/2, then P(B) < 2P(A), and that from this (2.19) can be shown to 
be satisfied. Therefore, CE(Y, H) is the closed, convex hull of the set of its 
extreme points. Theorem 4.1 states, roughly speaking, that X E CE( Y, H) is 
extreme if and only if for each y E [0, l/4], {X # 0) contains exactly one of 
the two points UJ for which Y(o) = y. The simplest extreme points are X, = 
2y * f[O,l,2l and X2 = 2Y - 11,,2,,1, but there exist uncountably many others. 
5. RANDOM MEASURES WITH A PRESCRIBED COMPENSATOR 
In this section we indicate rather briefly how the methodology of Section 2 
may be adapted to identify the extreme points of the set of all random 
measures with a prescribed compensator, with the final result that the only 
possible extreme point is the prescribed compensator itself. For background, 
we refer the reader to [5] or [7]; here we essentially only introduce required 
notation and terminology. Assume that on the basic probability space 
(0, F, P), there is defined a history (3 filtration) (F,),>, satisfying the 
“conditions habituelles” [7, p. 521; we denote by P the associated predictable 
u-algebra on [R, x 0 [7, p. 671. Given an increasing process (M&, (which 
we view as a random measure on IR +), there exists a unique predictable 
random measure (NJ such that the process (M, - N,; F,) is a (local) 
martingale. The random measure N is variously called the compensator of 
M, the associated predictable measure of M, or the dual predictable 
projection of M. Finally, given a measurable process (X,) on (0, F, P) there 
exists a (unique) predictable process (8,), called the predictable projection of 
X, such that 8r=E[Xr]Fr-] f or all predictable stopping times T, cf. [7, 
p. 981. For interpretations and further details, the reader is referred to [ 71. 
It is possible to find conditions implying that a random measure is nearly 
uniquely determined by its compensator; cf. [S, 111. Here we wish to treat 
the problem from the point of view of Section 2; with the compensator N 
fixed, it is easily seen that the set C(N) of all random measures M of which 
the compensator is N is a convex set so, following the pattern of Section 2, 
one may seek to characterize its extreme points. Unfortunately, the charac- 
terization entails an essentially negative conclusion: N itself is the only 
possible extreme point. 
Given a random measure M on R, , let pM be the measure on R, X F 
defined by 
pM(G x A) = E[M(G); A]. 
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If Z is a positive, measurable process, let Z * A4 denote the random measure 
defined by 
Z * M(G, w) = 
I 
Z(t, o) M(dt, o). 
G 
We then have the following result: 
5.1. THEOREM. (a) If M# N in C(N), then M is not an extreme point 
of C(N). 
(b) N is an extreme point of C(N) if and only iffor every A E R + X F 
there is B E P such that &A A B) = 0. 
Proof: By a nearly verbatim restatement of the proof of Proposition 2.1 
we obtain the following criterion for extremality: A4 E C(N) is an extreme 
point if and only if whenever WE Lmby) and W * A4 E C(N), then 
necessarily W = 1 a.e. with respect to ,uM. We omit further details. 
(a) If A4 # N in C(N) there is X E R, X F with 1 < X < 2 such that 
Observe that (5.2) cannot hold unless X& P. Let Z be the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of the restriction to P of pu, with respect to that of px+,, so that 
YE P implies 
(5.3) 
Let W = ZX, a construction that the reader will note to be very similar to 
that used in (2.6) in the course of proving Theorem 2.5. It is evident that 
WE Loo(pM), and (5.3) implies that 
E 
[J 
Yd(W*M) =E ] [JYM]=E[JY~N] 
whenever YE pP, so that W * ME C(N) by [7, V.T28]. If W were equal to 
1 a.e. with respect to p,,,, then by the interpretation of (ordinary, not dual) 
projections as conditional expectations given P, see [7, p, 1011, it would 
follow from X = l/Z a.e. that d= l/Z a.e. From this we would then have 
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E [IXdM] = E [/xdM] 
which contradicts (5.2). Therefore, M is not extreme by the first paragraph 
of the proof. 
(b) Also by the first paragraph, N is extreme if and only if for 
WE Loo(+) and 
A(dt, do) = W(t, w) ,q,,(dt, dco) 
the relation L =pN on P implies that W = 1 a.e. ,u~ (and hence that 1 =,u, on 
R, x F). By Theorem 2.10 applied on the measure space (IF? + X R, 
R + x F, pN), this latter statement holds if and only if P = R + X F up to /J,- 
null sets, which completes the proof. 1 
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